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Abstract 
 

In Web Server Cluster (WSC), replication techniques are necessary when providing 

accesses to data at different locations. In WSC, when designing the cluster architecture,  the 

elements of availability and reliability for cases of data sharing or backing-up data are given 

the top priority. This is to ensure that the response time and throughput is still within the 

acceptable range.  In ensuring the values of response time and throughput have not 

surpassed the limit, thus the replication technique must be employed intelligently. The 

replication technique that is been proposed is based on asynchronous replication technique.  

In doing so, we have managed to improve the reliability of the web cluster system. We have 

also managed to control the response time to a very nominal value but at the same time able 

to provide utmost throughput. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Maintaining systematic duplication of data in web server cluster (WSC) system is very 

important in the ever increasing web usage.  The need for reliability in web server islikely to 

increase.[1].  Thus, providing reliable and efficient services are primary goals in designing a 

WSC. As such, in order to provide reliable services, WSC needs to maintain the availability 

of some data replicas while preserving one-copy consistency among all replicas 

[2].Therefore, data replication plays an important part in a WSC as a highly reliable system.  

Data replication in WSC is also concerned with its performance.  For example, an application 

might access a local database at local server rather than at remote server in order to achieve 

minimum response time and maximum throughput.  Improving the performance of data 

replication technique is therefore also a major task in order for WSC systems to become 

more efficient. 

Reliability refers to the probability that the system under consideration does not 

experience any failure in a given time interval. Thus, a reliable WSC is one that can continue 

to process user’s requests even when the underlying system is unreliable [3]. When 

components fail, it should still be able to continue executing the requests without violating 

the database consistency.  Meanwhile availability refers to a situation whereby users are free 

to access, modify, edit or delete data for any period of time.  The data is operable when it is 

called for at random of time.  The performance metrics for data replication in WSC are the 

transaction response times and the transaction throughput.  The transaction response time is 

the elapsed time from the initiation to the completion of transaction [4].  In data transmission, 
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throughput is the amount of data moved successfully from one place to another in a given 

time period. 

The most common approaches to replication are the synchronous and asynchronous 

replications.  The synchronous replication is the replication of data from each transaction at 

the same time updating all copies elsewhere.  This technique ensures that a remote copy of 

data, which is identical to primary copy, is created at the time the primary copy is updated.  

This means that the latency between data consistency is zero. Data in all nodes/replicas is 

always the same, no matter from which replica the updated originated.  However, 

synchronous replication has drawbacks in practice [5] : the response time to execute an 

operation is high.  While, the asynchronous replication works by taking a copy of the data 

and replicate it to a remote site, on a continuous basis.  A remote copy of the data is created 

at another time after the primary copy is updated.  Thus, the response time is lower than that 

of the synchronous replication technique. 

This paper proposes an algorithm of data replication scheme based on asynchronous 

replication in order to improve web server cluster system reliability and availability.  The 

proposed technique also manages to reduce to a very minimal response time while providing 

maximum throughput. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews asynchronous data 

replication technique and asynchronous data replication technique - DNS. Section 3 describes 

an analytical model of the asynchronous replication technique and its algorithm. In Section 4 

we present the result and performance analysis. Section 5 summarizes our findings and 

concludes the paper.  
 

2. Overview 
 

2.1. Overview of Asynchronous Data Replication Technique 
 

In a replicated database, copies of a data object may be stored at several sites in the 

network.  The model used in this paper is analogous to neighbor replication on a grid 

proposed by Mat Deris et al. [6] for the case where r equals the number of neighbours of the 

primary site.  The asynchronous data replication technique used in WSC copies the data and 

replicates it to remote sites which query the common data on a continuous basis.  A remote 

copy of the data is created after the primary copy has been updated.  The degree of 

replication is denoted by a parameter  nr ,....,2,1 , which means that each data item is 

represented by r physical copies and there are n sites. If r = n the data will replicate to all 

sites in the system, and if r = 1 the data will replicate to only one remote site [7]. 
 

2.2. Overview of Asynchronous Data Replication Technique - DNS 
 

 Asynchronous Data Replication Technique - DNS is proposed to enhance DNS 

according to the asynchronous data replication technique requirements. In case of server(s) 

fails, user cannot access data due to no other server to take over the service. All clients or 

user requests from Internet are passing to DNS to decide the right server to reply the request. 

When a server fails, the client who maps the name to IP address will find out that the server 

is down. The problem is still unsolved although the client may press ‘reload’ or ‘refresh’ 

button in their browsers. This problem is unacceptable and unreliable. Asynchronous Data 

Replication Technique - DNS is viable alternative or solution to this problem because it is 

developed to take over the service in case of server(s) failure. To do this we used the 

complete DNS BIND software and only name server (it is the text file) in DNS will be 
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updated accordingly to match asynchronous data replication technique requirement. The 

program will check the server fail/up every t second (time can be configured). Asynchronous 

Data Replication Technique - DNS is a mechanism to centralize dispatching host name into a 

single IP address and update it according to asynchronous data replication pattern. In case of 

server failures, the server will be switched to its neighboring IP address. One of the main 

attractions of this approach is its ease of deployment.  

In the design of the WSC, a client on the Internet will notice only one IP address coming 

from the cluster, not those individual servers in the cluster. The cluster (with only one IP 

address visible to the public) is composed of a node called Request Distributor Agent (RDA) 

and a group of servers. The servers are logically connected to each other in the form of a grid 

structure, each of which is connected to RDA.  Figure 1. shows architecture of the cluster-

server system with six servers.  The RDA will forward legitimate Internet requests to the 

appropriate servers in the cluster.  It returns any replies from the servers back to the client.  

As a manager, the RDA will communicate with one of the primary server depending on the 

request needs.  For example if a client needs to access a file x in server-2, the RDA will 

forward request to server-2. Since file x is also available in other servers, in case of failure in 

server-2, file x is still accessible.  In the implementation proposed the RDA through rsync 

will monitor the file changes in each server and needs to know the source and destination for 

the copy operation in this cluster server environment. 

One advantage of a server cluster over a single server is its high security. If a single 

server is used, it is reachable from the Internet and therefore vulnerable for vicious [3]. Only 

the RDA has the IP address visible from the Internet, and all other stations of the cluster bear 

only private IP address. Therefore, all cluster-server stations are not reachable directly from 

the outside. A firewall system may be installed on the RDA to protect the whole cluster. To 

attack one of the cluster server stations, one has to first land on RDA and launches an attack 

from there. NetworkAddress Translation is used on RDA to translate the destination IP 

address of incoming packets to an internal IPaddress, and that of the outgoing packets to the 

IP address on Internet where the requests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A Cluster with 6 Servers 
 

3. An Analytical Model and Algorithm Of The Asynchronous Data 

Replication Technique  
 

This section presents the mathematical implementation of closed queuing network model 

of distributed database based on asynchronous data replication technique.  The basic entities 

in queuing network models are service centers, which database nodes, and customers, which 
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represent users or transactions.  Table 1 shows the parameters and example of parameter 

values for three (3) transaction types. 

 
Table 1. Model Parameters 

 

Parameter Meaning 

n Number of sites 

 Number of transaction types 

ai Percentage of transactions of type i 

qi Function to distinguish between queries and 

updates 

i Transaction arrival rate 

ti Mean service time for a transaction of type 

i 

k Coherency index 

Bps Network bandwidth (bps) 

 

Probability of local transaction execution 

 

Mean time to send a transaction of type  

 

Mean time to return query results 

 

3.1. Transaction Processing and Arrival Rates 

 

The arrival of the update and query transactions from every node is assumed to be a 

Poisson process, and then their sum is also Poisson.  Update transactions are assumed to be 

propagated asynchronously to the secondary copies.  Furthermore, transactions are also 

assumed to be executed at a single site, either the local or a remote site. 

The performance of replicated databases can be improved if the requirement of mutual 

consistency among the replicas of a logical data item is relaxed. Various concepts of relaxed 

coherency can be denoted by coherency conditions which allow to calculate a coherency 

index k  [0;1] as a measure of the degree of allowed divergence.  Small values of k express 

high relaxation, k = 0 models suspended update propagation, and for k = 1 updates are 

propagated immediately.  

Taking locality, update propagation, and relaxed coherency into account, the total arrival 

rate of transactions of type i  (1i), at a single site amounts to 
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i transactions,which are received by each of the remaining databases with equal probability 

1/(n-1).  The above formula simplifies to 
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3.2. Performance Criteria 

 

This paper considers the average response times and the transaction throughput as 

performance criteria.  Similar to the calculation of  W c , the mean waiting time W  at a local 

database is found to be: 

 

The mean waiting time at local database site is the time that user or transaction spends in 

a queue waiting to be serviced.  Meanwhile,the response time is the total time that a job 

spends in the queuing system [7].  In other word, the response time is equal to the summation 

of the waiting time and the service time in the queuing system. On average, a transaction 

needs to wait for W seconds at a database node to receive a service of ti seconds.  

Additionally, with probability (1- i ) a transaction needs to be forwarded to a remote node 

that takes cW seconds to wait for plus the time to be sent and returned.  Thus, the response 

time is given by  
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and the average response time over all transactions types results in 
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3.3. Asynchronous Data Replication Algorithm 

 

The Data Replication Scheme is a scheme identifying neighborhoods of the cluster. The 

main function of maintaining the original data of any neighborhood community will be 

undertaken by the primary server. If for some certain reasons, the primary server is 

unavailable, then the secondary server will be given the main role of the neighborhood. 

The Rsync utility is used in the implementation pertaining to data replica algorithm. Rsync is 

an open source utility that provide incremental file transfer capabilities. It is a utility for Unix 

Systems and provides a fast mechanism for synchronizing remote file systems. It is not a real 

time mirroring software utility, but it must be called by the user or a program either 
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periodically (via cron job) or manually, after updates have been done. Generally Rsync is 

good for replicating data in WSC environment. Latency cost is minimized as Rsync uses 

pipelining files transfer. It can also use any transparent remote shell such as remote shell 

(rsh) and secure shell (ssh).  Furthermore Rsync does not require any root privileges, it 

supports anonymous and authenticated Rsync  servers.  At the same time it can also 

copyselected file recursively into any subdirectories. 

We have designed a special algorithm for asynchronous data replication technique. The 

algorithm functioned independently of each other but they complement each other in 

achieving high availability in WSC. Six modules are used in this schemes: the 

communication module, initialization module, neighboring module, primary to neighbor 

module, neighbor to primary module and neighbor to neighbor module. 
 
Procedure Initialization 

Get n  #n is a number of row 

Row = 0 

Cow = 0 

while Not EOF(NRDT.conf) 

row +=1 

metric = row.cow 

copy IP# to ARRAY(1).IP# 

copy ADD# to ARRAY(2).ADD# 

assign 2 to ARRAY(3).Status 

     PUSH all data into @NRDT(row,colum) 

     If (row =n) 

          Row = 0 

          Cow +=1 

end-while 

End Procedure 

Procedure communication-module 
Life = 1 

Pinghost = ‘ping –c 1 IP’ 

   If (pinghost =~/100\% packet loss/) 

           Life = 0 

Return life 

End procedure 

Procedure Neighbor-module  

Foreach   array (@NRDT) 

row = substri[1,1](metric) 

cow = substri[2,1](metric) 

       Get IP 

count = 0 

prow = row + 1 

mrow = row –1 

pcow = cow + 1 

mcow = cow –1 

Foreach   array (@NRDT) 

nrow = substri[1,1](metric) 

ncow = substri[2,1](metric) 

if ( (((mrow==nrow) || (prow == nrow))  

&&     (cow == ncow)) ||  ( (row == nrow)  

&&  ((mcow ==ncow) || (pcow ==  ncow)))) 

getIP_nei 

neighbor{IP}{count} = Ip_nei; 

count+=1 

endforeach 

endforeach 

write  array to neighbor.txt file  

End procedure 

Main 

   Call Initialization-module 

   Read NRDT.conf 

While(1)     

     Call communication-module 

If  life = 0 

        Call neighbor-module until all neighbors 

       If life = 1 

           Call recovering-module 

End Main 
 

Procedure recovering-module 

Read  DNS text fail 

      Flag = 0  

While(1) 

             If line ==data (host and ip) 

               If (line_host == host) & (line_ip == ip) 

Line_ip = ip_nei 

                  Flag = 1  

     End While 

   If flag = 1 

      Re-run DNS software 

End Procedure 

Main 

   Call Initialization-module 

While(1) 

     Call Check-history-status/*log file 

     If life=1 && history-status = 1 

        Call Copy1 module 

    If life =1 &&history-status=1 

Call  Update module 

   If life=0 &&(history-status =1 

     || history-   status=0) 

    While life-neighbor=1 

      Call Neighbor-module 

     Call Copy2 module 

   End While 

 End If 

End While 

End Main 

 

Procedure Primary to Neighbor 

 For each neighbor to the primary 

Rsync primary -> neighbor 

End for 

End procedure 
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Procedure Neighbor to Primary 

  For each neighbor to the primary 

    Call check-server 

Rsync neighbor->primary 

End for  

End procedure  

 

Procedure Neighbor to Neighbor 

For each neighbor to the primary 

   Call check-server 

Rsync neighbor -> neighbor 

End for 

End procedure 

 

3.4. Asynchronous Data Replication Simulation 

  

 Case 1: Primary Node Alive 

  

 At this stage, all services are in the primary nodes. When a user request for the host name, 

the requests will automatically go to the primary node.  

 Updated propagation is done synchronously from primary to its neighboring nodes.  

 

 Case 2: Primary Node Failure 

  

 The primary node failure refers to the primary node becomes unavailable. Thus, the DNS 

will handle the user request at this stage and switch the request to the available file in the pre-

assign neighboring node (first neighbor).  

 Updated file is propagated to all neighbors of the original primary server. Updating is 

done synchronously. This shows that availability of data is still maintained by switching the 

request to the related secondary server. 

 

 Case 3: Neighbor Node Failure 

  

 Neighbor failure refers to the primary node and its first neighbor is unavailable. This 

scenario, the primary server and its first neighbor are turned off. Thus, the DNS dispatches 

the IP address to the second neighbor. The data is still been made available by rerouting the 

request to second neighbor.  

 And again, clients will not even notice that service is not available anymore from the 

primary and first secondary server. Request from clients is still been service from the next 

available secondary node. 

 

 Case 4: Primary Alive After Temporarily Down 

  

 When primary server is back alive, and request for data from secondary server will be 

mapped back to the primary server. Issues of data currency are not a problem here, as the 

primary server will initiate a copy process from its neighbor which is holding the latest data. 

 This shows that availability of data is still maintained by switching the request to the 

primary  server. This a situation which reverts back the scenario of Case 1 as mentioned 

before. 

 

3.5. Analysis of Simulation 

  

 Case 2 and Case 3 are two situation show data availability is achieved by using the 

combination of the two techniques. As a whole, the cluster can now be characterized as very 

dependable due to its achievement in availability and reliability.  The formation of  cluster in 

the matrix form, will guarantee that primary nodes in the four corners will at least have 2 

neighbors.  While primary nodes, not position in the corners will have the luxury of more 
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than two neighbors.  The more the availability of secondary servers, it will create higher 

reliability of the group since more servers can be used as the back-up.  The formation of the 

matrix if expanded, then the probability of primary servers of having only two neighbors will 

shrink, and thus improving the availability and reliability of the WSC. 
 

4. Results and Performance Analysis 
 

The results are based on the discussed model. The example in Table 2 summarizes the 

parameters of the analytical model including the base settings used to obtain the following 

graph.  The example considers 3,5 and 10 transaction types, which are short queries, updates, 

and long queries.  The values of the parameter are estimated using measurements in a real 

system and considering assumptions of the other models. Based on the parameter values 

given in Table 2, the average response time and throughput for 3 transaction types is 

calculated. Table 3, Figure 2. and Figure 3. show the detail results of the average response 

time and throughput for 3, 5, and 10 transaction types. 

Table 2. Example of Parameter Values for 3 Transaction Types 
 

Parameter Base setting 

n 6 

 3 

 3 

qi q1=1, q2=0, q3=1 

ai a1=0.85, a2=0.1, a3=0.05 

loci 1  (loci [0;1]) 

f_plcmti 0.55 

seli 1 

r2 4 

K 0.01639 

ti t1=0.06, t2=0.125, t3=0.5 

Bps 64000 

 

400 

 

2000 

 

3500 

 

Table 3. Detail Results for 3, 5, and 10 Transactions Types 
 

Number of 

Transaction Types 

Average Response Time Throughput 

3 0.9431 59.8528 

5 3.2878 39.2878 

10 10.8660 23.9364 

 

isend

csize _

1_return

csize

3_return

csize
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Figure 2. Average Response Times 

 
How the values of the average response times varied from the number of transaction 

types three to ten is shown in Figure 2.  The average response time scale runs vertically, 

while the numbers of transaction types is on the horizontal axis.  Note that from the figure, 

the average response time is 0.94321 for  is three, 3.2878 for  is five, and 10.8660 for is 

ten.  The curve shows a positive relationship where an increasing in the average response 

time is associated with an increasing in the number of transaction types.  Thus, it is noted that 

every increment in the number of transaction types caused the increasing values in the 

average response time.  The increasing numbers of transaction types caused the services take 

much longer time to response to all requests.  This reflects directly with the definition of the 

response time, which refer to the elapsed time from the initiation to the completion of the 

transaction, and with the inclusion of the waiting time and service time taken. 
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Figure 3. Throughput 

 
Figure 3. shows the throughput of the system versus the number of the transaction types.  

When the number of transaction types is three, the throughput is 59.8528.  The more numbers 

in the transaction types, the more throughput value falls according to the curve in the Figure 

3.  The throughput value decrease 20.094 when  is five, and it decrease again to 23.9364 

when  is ten.  The curve in the figure shows a negative relationship or inverse relationship, 

where a decrease in the throughput is related to an increase in the number of transaction 

types. 
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4.1. Average response time and throughput analysis 
 

Based on Table 3, note that the throughput system is inversely proportional to the 

average response time.  The condition is true if the numbers of transaction types are constant.  

This means that if the total throughput increases, the average response time decreases.  The 

decreasing throughput can be seen clearly in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Average Response Time and Throughput 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In distributed database systems such as web server cluster, data replication is useful and 

very important technique.  Through this technique, data object will be accessed from multiple 

locations or geographically distributed.  This paper proposed an algorithm and analytical 

modelbased on asynchronous approach to improve the response time, throughput, reliability 

and availability in WSC.  The provision of high reliability in this model is by imposing a 

neighbor logical structure on data copies. Data from one server will be replicated to its 

neighboring server and vice versa in the face of failures.  The algorithm of data replication 

scheme was presented.  The performance of the asynchronous data replication model has 

been analyzed and successfully proven mathematically.   
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